Advantages of Using Wood-Look Porcelain Tiles

- Will not scratch, fade or need to be refinished
- Virtually maintenance free
- Does not emit any VOCs
- Is manufactured with sustainable materials
- Lowest overall lifecycle cost as compared to any other flooring material
- Suitable for both residential and commercial installations
- Porcelain tile is a conductor – It will keep your home cool in the summer months and retain heat in the winter months. This saves money on utilities, while also reducing your carbon footprint!

Installation of Plank Tiles

Due to its linear shape, plank tiles require particular care when it comes to installation. The tile will look its best when offset is less than 33%. The staggered installation will minimize lippage which is common in tiles of this format. No claim will be honored after installation.
AXI

Sizes Available: 6” x 36” - 9” x 36” - 3” x 36” Bullnose

Eco-Label Certified available in 9x36 only

Axi interprets, in a contemporary way, different wood essences enhanced by the natural ravages of time on surfaces rich in intriguing chromatic contrasts.

BRAEWOOD

Size Available: 6” x 36”

With a very high shade variation, Braewood offers a natural wood look with the easy maintenance of porcelain tile.

Braewood offers a natural wood look with the easy maintenance of porcelain tile.
Featuring soft wood tones, Bryce Wood porcelain tile is suited to both residential and commercial installations.

Size Available: 6” x 36”

The beauty of wood and the durability of porcelain tile—a thoroughly modern take on a classic look that requires little to no maintenance.

Size Available: 8” x 48”
A perfect balance of form and function, Etic offers a selection of seven exotic woods, each with its own tradition, look and style.

Sizes Available: 6” x 36”

Eco-Label Certified

Available in Bianco, Ebano, Grigio, Noce and Palissandro only

This high definition inkjet porcelain tile is suitable in both residential and commercial applications.

Sizes Available: 8” x 48”
**HAVEN**

- Whitewash
- Lead
- Honey
- Barrel

Brick Mosaic
Available in all colors

**HOMELAND**

- Wheat
- Rye
- Silo
- Wool

Herringbone Mosaic
Available in all colors

**Sizes Available:** 8” x 40” - 2” x 6” Herringbone Mosaics - 3” x 20” Bullnose

**Inspired by cracked and stained chestnut wood, this porcelain tile creates a cozy and inviting space.**

**VOC FREE**

**Sizes Available:** 8” x 40” - 12” x 12” Brick Mosaic - 3” x 20” Bullnose

Create a farmhouse feeling with this porcelain tile that’s inspired by timeworn oak and has a delicate brushed look with realistic grain markings.

**VOC FREE**
LUMBER

Gray
Natural

Size Available: 6” x 24”

An American made inkjet porcelain wood-look tile that is priced competitively and part of our QuickSHIP program.

NEST

Sizes Available: 3” x 15” - 6” x 36” - 8” x 36” - 6” x 18” Bullnose - 6” x 12” Cove Base (Olive only)

4% Recycled Content

The two available grains replicate the allure of rough cut oak planks and the simplistic beauty of olive wood in colors that compliment the characteristics of each species.

AV351 Levity Oak
AV361 Levity Olive
AV354 Mindful Oak
AV364 Mindful Olive
AV355 Peaceful Oak
AV365 Peaceful Olive
AV353 Blissful Oak
AV363 Blissful Olive
AV352 Joyous Oak
AV362 Joyous Olive
AV356 Slumber Oak
AV366 Slumber Olive
AV357 Meditative Oak
AV367 Meditative Olive
**PINEWOOD**

- Gray
- Maple
- Walnut

**REDEEM**

- Wax
- Gold
- Bourbon
- Ash

**Sizes Available:**

- 6" x 24"
- 8" x 40" - 2" x 2" Mosaic
- 12" x 12" Tatami Mosaic

**Available in all colors:**

- Ash

**VOC FREE**

This high definition inkjet porcelain tile is inspired by the look of weathered and worn wood—perfect for recreating a rustic wood look.
This convincing interpretation of wood’s appearance and texture lets you go against the grain, using porcelain tile in place of hardwood without sacrificing the style you desire.

Using digital technology for a realistic wood look, this high definition inkjet porcelain plank is suited to both residential and commercial applications.
A unique high definition inkjet porcelain wood-look plank that incorporates aged wine stained characteristics to give any space a rustic, rich appeal.
For samples, fax request to 866-480-TILE (8453) or email samples@mosaictileco.com
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